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the downsides of using older editions of textbooks top hat staff august 13 2019 textbook prices
continue to be out of control and one of the most common ways that students get around the issue
of high prices is through buying older editions which usually cost a fraction of the price it
depends on the class in general if the professor is not assigning homework problems from the book
then you can get away with using the older version it doesn t hurt to e mail the professor or ta
and ask if the older version will work for the class there are several well known ways to save on
textbooks amazon half renting library reserves international editions and using older editions
previous editions can save you in most cases the most amount of money textbook search compare
prices on new and used textbooks rentals old editions and international edition textbooks p if
you are thinking of using an older edition of a textbook make sure to ask email the professor at
my school sometimes professors will specify older editions of textbook okay i was always tempted
to use older editions of textbooks but instead i choose to buy international editions up to 4
times cheaper and has the exact same especially if professors are using older editions did you
know there are 4 different ways to score textbooks at less than full price try getting the books
for free or you can rent your textbooks buy used textbooks or find discounted pricing on new
books for the purposes of this resource page we will focus on these last two options
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the downsides of using older editions of textbooks top hat staff august 13 2019 textbook prices
continue to be out of control and one of the most common ways that students get around the issue
of high prices is through buying older editions which usually cost a fraction of the price
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it depends on the class in general if the professor is not assigning homework problems from the
book then you can get away with using the older version it doesn t hurt to e mail the professor
or ta and ask if the older version will work for the class
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there are several well known ways to save on textbooks amazon half renting library reserves
international editions and using older editions previous editions can save you in most cases the
most amount of money
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textbook search compare prices on new and used textbooks rentals old editions and international
edition textbooks
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p if you are thinking of using an older edition of a textbook make sure to ask email the
professor at my school sometimes professors will specify older editions of textbook okay i was
always tempted to use older editions of textbooks but instead i choose to buy international
editions up to 4 times cheaper and has the exact same
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Nov 24 2023

especially if professors are using older editions did you know there are 4 different ways to
score textbooks at less than full price try getting the books for free or you can rent your
textbooks buy used textbooks or find discounted pricing on new books for the purposes of this
resource page we will focus on these last two options
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